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Real-time Human Pose Estimation using RGB-D 
images and Deep Learning
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ABSTRACT

Human Pose Estimation (HPE) which localizes the human body joints becomes a high potential for high-level applications in the field 

of computer vision. The main challenges of HPE in real-time are occlusion, illumination change and diversity of pose appearance. The 

single RGB image is fed into HPE framework in order to reduce the computation cost by using depth-independent device such as a 

common camera, webcam, or phone cam. However, HPE based on the single RGB is not able to solve the above challenges due 

to inherent characteristics of color or texture. On the other hand, depth information which is fed into HPE framework and detects the 

human body parts in 3D coordinates can be usefully used to solve the above challenges. However, the depth information-based HPE 

requires the depth-dependent device which has space constraint and is cost consuming. Especially, the result of depth 

information-based HPE is less reliable due to the requirement of pose initialization and less stabilization of frame tracking. Therefore, this 

paper proposes a new method of HPE which is robust in estimating self-occlusion. There are many human parts which can be occluded 

by other body parts. However, this paper focuses only on head self-occlusion. The new method is a combination of the RGB 

image-based HPE framework and the depth information-based HPE framework. We evaluated the performance of the proposed 

method by COCO Object Keypoint Similarity library. By taking an advantage of RGB image-based HPE method and depth 

information-based HPE method, our HPE method based on RGB-D achieved the mAP of 0.903 and mAR of 0.938. It proved that our 

method outperforms the RGB-based HPE and the depth-based HPE.

☞ keyword : Human pose estimation, human skeleton tracking, keypoint localization, deep learning

1. Introduction

Human Pose Estimation (HPE) which localizes the human 

body joints becomes a high potential for high-level 

applications in the field of computer vision. The 2D HPE 

framework detects and retrieves the 2D coordinates of human 
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body joints in a single image or frame. The main body joints 

of human which HPE framework commonly tracked are 

head, shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees, and ankles. The 

skeleton is formed by pairing those body part joints. 

Diversity of these skeleton motion tracking allows us to 

recognize the various kinds of human activities such as 

walking, running, sitting, and more. The human activity 

recognition is useful for high level applications such as 

dynamic projection mapping [1], AR application [2] and 

more.

The main challenges of HPE in real-time are occlusion, 

illumination change and diversity of pose appearances. The 

single RGB image is fed into HPE framework in order to 

reduce the computation cost by using depth-independent 

devices such as a common camera, webcam, or phone cam. 

However, the single RGB image-based HPE is not able to 

solve the above challenges due to inherent characteristics of 

color or texture [3-5]. On the other hand, depth information 

which is fed into HPE framework and detects the human 

body parts in 3D coordinates is advantageous to solve the 
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challenge problems. However, the depth information-based 

HPE requires the depth-dependent device which has space 

constraint and is cost consuming. Especially, the result of 

depth information-based HPE is less reliable due to the 

requirement of pose initialization and less stabilization of 

frame tracking [6-9]. 

There are many human body parts which can be occluded 

by other parts. For example, most common RGB-based HPE 

is reliable to detect the head position at the front view, while 

it fails to detect at the back view. However, the depth-based 

HPE is reliable to detect head position in both views, but 

less reliable to detect other part joints. Therefore, this paper 

proposes a new HPE method which is robustly in estimating 

self-occlusion. However, this paper focuses only on head 

self-occlusion. Our new method combines a RGB-based HPE 

framework and the depth-based HPE framework. The method 

adapted the state-of-the-art RGB-based HPE framework 

called “Openpose [5]” to detects all human body parts in all 

views except head part. We also adapted the well-known 

depth-based HPE framework called “Kinect v2 [9] skeleton 

tracking system” to detect only head part in all views. 

Our main contributions are (1) to study a possibility on 

the combination of RGB-based HPE framework and 

depth-based HPE framework; and (2) to develop a robust 

HPE framework based on RGB-D to solve the problem of 

head self-occlusion in all views.

2. Related Works

Recently, Human Pose Estimation is conducted in two 

approaches, bottom-up and top-down approach. The 

bottom-up approach is a study on firstly identifying the 

location of joints in the image. Then, the post-processing of 

part association is conducted. This approach reaches 

state-of-the-art level by using deep learning method on single 

RGB image. Convolutional Pose Machine (CPM) [4] 

introduced a sequential prediction architecture using 

convolutional neural network (CNN) and stacked hourglass 

network. CPM [4] showed the state-of-the-art result on single 

human detection in MPII Human Pose dataset [10]. Nie et al. 

[11] introduced a RGB-based HPE by defining a pyramid 

stacking and dilation module to provide better heatmap 

prediction of body joints in multiple scales. Openpose [5] 

which extended from CPM [4] introduced the first 2D 

single-RGB-based HPE for multiple people in real-time. 

Openpose [5] detects up to 19 people in a video with the 

speed of 8.8 fps. The bottom-up approach relies on the part 

association step in which every keypoint is linked as a 

skeleton. For pose estimating on multiple people, the failure 

of part association is commonly occurred by linking the 

wrong joint from one person to another person.

On other hand, the top-down approach is a study on 

firstly detecting the bounding box of human within the 

image. Then, the keypoints of human joints are localized 

within the bounding box. Park et al. [12] introduced 2D 

RGB-D-based HPE by using two CCTV cameras to detect 

the moving human and then combined with depth 

information to segment the moving human from the 

background. Finally, Park et al. [12] adapted CPM [4] HPE 

architecture to localize the keypoints. The Microsoft team 

introduced Kinect v2 [9] skeleton tracking system using an 

infra-red sensor to caputre depth information. Based on 

top-down approach, Kinect v2 [9] system segments the 

moving human from the background. Then, it localizes the 

keypoint coordinates inside the moving human region. The 

top-down approach relies on the bounding box segmentation. 

If the bounding box segmentation fails to remove the human 

from the background, the HPE estimator could not localize 

any keypoints.

To solve the problem of self-occlusion, many approaches 

have proposed a 3D human pose estimation. Tang et al. [13] 

stated that a single color image yielded a less accuracy, high 

ambiguity and slow to estimate human pose in 3D 

coordinates. Therefore, Tang et al. [13] proposed a method 

using Resnet50 as a feature map and Faster-RCNN as an 

object detector to estimate on a color image to receive a 2D 

human pose and map the 2D joint coordinates to the 

corresponding depth image to receive 3D joint coordinates. 

The color and depth image were captured by Kinect SDK. 

Hong et al. [14] proposed a dynamic pose estimation using 

two RGB-D Kinect devices to estimate head, hands and feet. 

The two Kinect devices yielded more reliable on mapping 

coordinates between color and depth image. The process of 

these two devices are: mapping data into a single coordinate 

system, pose estimation using voting scheme and body 

orientation using Principal Component Analysis. This method 
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received an average accuracy of 87%. Chun et al. [15] 

proposed 3D human pose estimation from RGB-D images of 

two CCTV cameras. The two CCTV cameras generated the 

depth information which is used to segment the occluded 

objects. Then, the 2D joint information was estimated by 

Convolutional Pose Machine (CPM) which was trained on 

MPII Human Pose dataset. The 3D joint information was 

trained by the 2D joint information using Deep Neural 

Network on Human3.6M dataset.

3. Methodology

By our empirical study, we observed that Kinect v2 [9] 

skeleton tracking system estimates the head position more 

robustly in all views, comparing to Openpose [5]. On the 

other hand, Openpose estimates all body-joints positions, 

except head position, more robustly than Kinect v2. Through 

this study, we propose a method of combining Kinect v2 and 

Openpose.

(Figure 1) An overall workflow of our method

(Figure 1) illustrates an overall workflow of our method. 

Firstly, we adapts Openpose HPE framework to obtain the 

confident map (all body joints positions except head position) 

and part association heatmap scores (all joint-pairs except a 

pair of head to neck position) using a pre-trained weight 

estimator in RGB image. Simultaneously, we also adapts 

Kinect v2 skeleton tracking system to obtain only the head 

position using Kinect v2 sensor in depth information. Finally, 

we do a fine-tuning of body-joints positions by retrieving the 

confident map and part association heatmap scores of all 

body-joints except the head position from Openpose and the 

head position in 2D coordinates from Kinect v2. Then, all of 

them are combined to form a whole human body skeleton.

3.1 All body-joints localization except 

head position

(Figure 2) An architecture of Openpose [5]

(Figure 2) illustrates an architecture of Openpose [5] 

which estimates the body-joints from an RGB image. The 

model works as the following: firstly, it extracts the feature 

map from the input image using 10 layers of VGG-19 model. 

Then, in the first stage, the feature map is fed into the top 

layers of the model in which outputs an array of scores of 

confident maps (S1) of all body-joints. The feature map is 

also fed into the bottom layers of the model in which outputs 

an array of score of part association heatmps (L1) for each 

joint-pair. In the second step and on, the feature map, the 

confident maps score (S1) and part association heatmap score 

(L1) are cascaded and fed into next-step to archieve the final 

confident maps score (St) and part association heatmap score 

(Lt). The confident map scores are the body-joint position 

such as shoulders, elbows, ankles and more. The part 

association heatmaps scores are the joint-pair containing the 

probability score of each joint-pair such as a pairing between 

right shoulder and right elbow, and so on.

In our paper, we exploited a pre-trained weight of 

Openpose [5] which was trained on COCO 2014 keypoints 

dataset [16] and achieved the AP of 60.5% on COCO 2016 

keypoint test challenge, to estimate the body-joints positions 

except head position and draw a skeleton. Firstly, the input 

image is captured by a camera of Kinect sensor with a 

resolution of 1920x1080x3 (height x width x channel). The 
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input image consists of human and background. However, we 

do not segment for the region of interest (ROI). The whole 

image was been used and scaled into 368x368, then fed into 

the pose estimator. The pose estimator generates 17 

body-joints in 2D coordinates and 16 joint-pairs association. 

The 17 joints are: nose, eyes, ears, shoulders, elbows, wrists, 

hips, knees and ankles.

3.2 Head position localization

(Figure 3) An architecture of Kinect v2 [9] skeleton 

tracking system

(Figure 3) illustrates an architecture of Kinect v2 skeleton 

tracking system which estimates the body-joints positions 

from depth information. The Kinect skeleton tracking system 

works as the following: firstly, Kinect v2 system segments 

the moving-human from the background. Then, a single input 

depth image of human body with the size of 512x424 is 

clustered as a per-pixel classification task into a 31-body-part 

labeling using a deep randomized decision forest classifier. 

The 31-body parts are defined to be spatially localized near 

skeleton joints of interest. The classifier was trained on 3 

trees, 20 deep, 300k images per tree, 2k pixels per image, 2k 

candidate features and 50 candidate thresholds per feature. 

Next, the positions of 3D skeleton joints are proposed by 

accumulating the global 3D centers of probability mass for 

each part. This probability is calculated using mean shift 

with a weighted Gaussian kernel. Finally, the skeleton is 

drawn using kinematic and temporal constraints.

In our paper, we exploited a skeleton tracking system 

SDK which shipped with Kinect v2 device. Firstly, the input 

depth image with size of 512x424 is captured by an infra-red 

sensor of Kinect v2. The depth image is used to estimate the 

head position. Then, the head position is mapped into the 

resolution of 1920x1080. The mapping is conducted in order 

to fit with the RBG image which will be used to match with 

the skeleton estimated by Openpose.

3.3 Fine-tuning of all body-joints 

localization

(Figure 4) Our 14 body-joints proposal

The Openpose is able to detect 17 body-joints, while 

Kinect v2 can detect up to 25 body-joints. Therefore, we 

defined new 14 body-joints which are matched by 

Openpose’s and Kinect’s joints. The 14 joints are head, neck, 

left shoulder, right shoulder, left elbow, right elbow, left 

wrist, right wrist, left hip, right hip, left knee, right knee, left 

ankle and right ankle, as illustrated in (Figure 4). 

(Figure 5) Fine-tuning architecture: (a) new 

body-joints generation and (b) new 

joints pairs association
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To form a skeleton tracking, two information are 

acquired: joint location and joint pair association. (Figure 5) 

illustrates our method of fine-tuning in order to form a whole 

human skeleton composing of 14 body-joints. The joint 

position localization is acquired by conditional decision, as 

shown in (Figure 5a). For every body-joint, if the joint type 

is a head, the head position is estimated by Kinect skeleton 

tracking system. Kinect tracking system which estimates the 

head position was described in section 3.2. Otherwise, the 

other 13-joints positions are predicted by Openpose 

estimator. The Openpose estimator predicts the position of 

the joints using confident map scores, as described in section 

3.1. The joint pair association is also acquired by a 

conditional decision, as shown in (Figure 5b). For every joint 

pair, if the pair association is between a head to neck, the 

joint pair between Kinect’s head to Openpose’s neck is 

associated. Otherwise, all joint pairs are accumulated by 

Openpose part association heatmaps scores, as described in 

section 3.1.

4. Experimental Result

4.1 Experimental environment

Our experiment has been conducted on a desktop of 

Windows 10, 64-bit OS, Intel® Core™i7-7700 CPU 

@3.60GHZ, RAM 16.0GB and Kinect v2 sensor. The Kinect 

v2 sensor is used for both capturing RGB image streaming 

of 1920x1080 resolution and depth information streaming of 

512 x 424 resolution. The user performs any activities 

between 1.5m to 4.5m from Kinect sensor. 

The experiment for a single-person HPE was conducted 

within indoor laboratory environment in various activities 

such as walking, running, sitting, dancing, leaving the sensor 

and going back, and more.

4.2 Evaluation method

We evaluate our method performance using COCO Object 

Keypoint Similarity (OKS) [16] library. The OKS formula is 

as the shown in Eq. (1).

OKS = Σi[exp(-di2/2s2κi
2)δ(vi>0)] / Σi[δ(vi>0)]       (1)

where di is the Euclidean distance between each detected 

keypoint to the corresponding ground truth keypoint. s 

means an object size. If the area of object is between 32x32 

and 96x96, it is considered as a medium size. If the area of 

object is larger than 96x96, it is considered as a large size. 

κi is the keypoint constants defining the distance ratio of all 

keypoints. It means that the distance between detected right 

wrist location and the ground truth right wrist location 

should be smaller than the distance between detected right 

hip location and the ground truth right hip location. The 

COCO OKS defined κi value to all part joints as following: 

κi=2σi, where σ = [0.026, 0.025, 0.035, 0.079, 0.072, 0.062, 

0.107, 0.087, 0.089] which are corresponding to nose, eyes, 

ears, shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees, and ankles, 

respectively. Due to our method keypoints contains only 14 

joints, we modified the σ value as the following: σ = [0.062, 

0.079, 0.079, 0.072, 0.062, 0.107, 0.087, 0.089] which are 

corresponding to head, neck, shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, 

knees and ankles, respectively. Due to the portion of head 

distance to be well considered is similar to the portion of 

wrists, we give the same σ value of wrists to head. 

Similarly, we give σ value of shoulders to neck. vi is the 

visibility flag of each keypoint where vi = 0 when keypoint 

does not present in the image, vi = 1 when keypoint presents 

in the image but it is occluded, and vi = 2 when keypoint 

presents in the image and it is well visible.

4.3 Result and discussion

Our method was tested by 10 users. They conduct 

activities differently for around 2 minutes. We trimmed 200 

frames per user to evaluate the performance. We manually 

generated the ground truth of those 200 frames following the 

format of COCO ground truth [16]. Totally, for 10 users, we 

annotated the ground truth of 2,000 frames.

(Figure 6) visualizes the experimental results. The results 

of Kinect v2 skeleton tracking system are presented in red 

color. The results of Openpose and the proposed method are 

presented blue and yellow, respectively. 

The COCO OKS generates the performance of detected 

keypoints in 10 matrics but we are focus on only 2 main 

criterion matrics: (1) is average precision (AP) of OKS 

threshold between 0.50 to 0.95 and (2) is average recall 
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(Figure 6) Experimental results of Kinect system (red), Openpose (blue) and our method (yellow)

(AR) of OKS threshold between 0.50 to 0.95 for evaluation 

and comparison with Kinect v2 system and Openpose.

(Table 1) and (Figure 7) depict the results of pose 

estimation for 10 users in average precision (AP). The 

Kinect v2 system performed with low accuracy, with AP 

values ranging from 0.274 to 0.716. The Kinect v2 system 

failed to detect when user does a rare pose appearance or 

moves fastly. The Kinect v2 system estimated the pose 

reliable when user performs a common activity or moves 

slowly. However, Kinect v2 system detected occlusion 

robustly in head detection even from the back view. On 

other hand, Openpose was reliably performed with AP 

values ranging from 0.801 and 0.920. We notice that 

Openpose reliably performs all keypoints except the head 

position when there is the occlusion, especially the head 

detection at the back view. Our method was performed with 

the AP values ranging from 0.863 and 0.938. If Kinect 

tracking system is successfully localized, our method detects 

robustly head self-occlusion even though Openpose fails to 

detect the head.

(Table 1) Average Precision (AP) of pose estimation

User
Kinect v2 

[9]

Openpose 

[5]

Our 

method
User1 0.293 0.864 0.906
User2 0.274 0.863 0.911
User3 0.320 0.807 0.868
User4 0.384 0.832 0.871
User5 0.333 0.827 0.885
User6 0.677 0.899 0.938
User7 0.539 0.897 0.936
User8 0.473 0.801 0.863
User9 0.344 0.839 0.914
User10 0.716 0.920 0.935
mAP 0.435 0.855 0.903

(Figure 7) Average Precision (AP) of pose estimation

(Table 2) Average Recall (AR) of pose estimation

User Kinect v2 [9] Openpose [5] Our method
User1 0.504 0.913 0.940
User2 0.493 0.908 0.944
User3 0.487 0.867 0.917
User4 0.525 0.876 0.910
User5 0.499 0.881 0.927
User6 0.765 0.926 0.955
User7 0.679 0.930 0.958
User8 0.615 0.866 0.915
User9 0.571 0.898 0.951
User10 0.814 0.948 0.958
mAR 0.595 0.901 0.938

(Figure 8) Average Recall (AR) of pose estimation
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Average Recall (AR) of each method was measured as 

shown in (Table 2) and (Figure 8). Average Recall (AR) is 

a criteria to measure on how good our true positive 

prediction over all true positive of ground truth. We notice 

that our method was performed with higher AR than Kinect 

v2 system and Openpose. In both mean AP(mAP) and mean 

AR(mAR), our method outperforms Kinect V2 system and 

Openpose with mAP of 0.903 and mAR of 0.938.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed new HPE method to robustly 

localize the human pose and track the human skeleton in 

real-time. We proved that the proposed method estimates the 

pose with high accuracy even though the head self-occlusion 

has happened. By taking an advantage of RGB-based HPE 

method and depth-based HPE method, our RGB-D-baesd 

HPE method achieved the mAP of 0.903 and mAR of 0.938. 

Our method outperforms the RGB-based HPE and the 

depth-based HPE in both AP and AR. If Kinect tracking 

system is successfully localized, our method detects robustly 

head self-occlusion even though Openpose fails to detect the 

head. 

As future work, we should improve the execution speed 

of the proposed method. Since our RGB-D-based HPE 

framework combines two HPE frameworks and we use 

Kinect v2 sensor for two functions, RGB image streaming 

and depth information capturing, we has achieved the speed 

of localizing and tracking less than 10fps for a video. 

Additionally, we still have challenges on multiple-person 

pose estimation and other part joints self-occlusion. Those 

are our interesting future works.
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